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In this work, time-domain (TD) solution is presented for ultra wideband (UWB) transmission through
three dimensional (3-D) scenarios made up of low-loss dielectric materials. Considering soft and hard
polarizations, propagation through different structures like building and wedge is analyzed with arbi-
trary position of the receiver (Rx). Further the presented TD solution for transmission has been compared
with TD UWB diffraction; single diffraction, double diffraction and diffraction followed by reﬂection
when both transmitter (Tx) and Rx are in a plane normal to the edge. A detailed analysis of attenuation
and distortion of transmitted and diffracted pulse waveforms through lossy obstacles is presented. It is
observed that transmitted pulse waveform suffers comparatively lesser attenuation and distortion in
shape as compared to diffracted pulse for low-loss obstacles. The TD results have been validated with the
inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) of the corresponding exact frequency-domain (FD) results.
© 2015 Karabuk University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
In recent years, research in ultra wideband (UWB) propagation
through indoor scenario has received great attention because of
unique features of UWB communication like resilient to multipath
phenomena, good resolution, high bit rates, accurate positioning
and ranging, low power density, low complexity and low cost [1,2].
In radio propagation of UWB signals, especially in non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) communication in deep shadow regions, transmitted ﬁeld
component proves to be very signiﬁcant [3,4]. Considering the huge
bandwidth (3.1e10.6 GHz) of UWB signals [5], it is more efﬁcient to
study UWB propagation directly in time-domain (TD) than
applying numerical inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to
frequency-domain (FD) solutions to convert them into TD. Also TD
solutions appear to be more efﬁcient as all the frequencies are
treated simultaneously [1].
In the TD, diffraction and reﬂection have been well studied [6,7].
Considering the importance of transmission in the deep shadow re-
gions, the TD solution of transmitted ﬁeld through a dielectric slab
was presented in Ref. [8]. The measurements characterizing thesal), sanjoo.ksoni@gmail.com
ersity.
d hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is adifferent materials within UWB range along with the discussion
about dispersion suffered byUWB signals due to penetration through
the walls were presented in Refs. [9,10]. A simpliﬁed TD model for
UWB signals transmitting through a dielectric slab was presented in
Refs. [11,12]. The TD solutions for the reﬂection and transmission
through a dielectric slabwere presented in Ref. [13]. The TD solutions
for transmission through a multilayer wall structure were presented
in Ref. [14]. The TD solutions for transmission of UWB signals in
microcellular and indoor scenario were presented in Ref. [15].
To design the receiver (Rx) for wireless communication system
optimally, the accurate channel characterization is an important
aspect. The Knowledge of the signiﬁcant multipath components
and pulse distortion helps in optimal design of the UWB Rx [16]. An
analysis of attenuation and distortion of UWB transmission through
lossy obstacles has not been well studied before. This work gives a
comprehensive TD analysis of attenuation and distortion of UWB
transmission. The motivation behind this analysis is that the pulse
distortion signiﬁcantly affects the performance of UWB Rx and thus
it needs to be analyzed properly [16]. In Ref. [16], it is explained
how pulse distortion would affect the system performance if no
compensation for this kind of distortion is included. It is known
that a matched ﬁlter Rx yields maximum signal to noise ratio (SNR)
if it is matched to the transmitted pulse. For the narrow band case,
it is not the problem as the transmitted pulse suffers no distortion
or negligible distortion. In UWB communication, due to the channel
being frequency-selective, UWB pulse suffers signiﬁcant distortionn open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
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output. Thus, the accurate knowledge of pulse distortion at the Rx
helps in optimal design of the Rx.
Propagation is considered through low-loss obstacles because
most of the building materials used in constructionwork are of low-
loss types like glass, wood, brick, dry concrete, etc [9]. The propaga-
tion environments considered in ourwork are of great signiﬁcance in
various scenarios such as ofﬁces, residential structures and outdoor
scenarios. A detailed list of these environments with the corre-
sponding range is given in Ref. [17, Table 1]. In Ref. [18], UWB Prop-
agation measurements in typical indoor scenarios, including line-of-
sight (LOS), NLOS, room-to-room, within-the-room and hallways
have been considered. In Ref. [16], UWB propagation in renowned
Bertoni's urban environment consisting of high rise buildings is
investigated. Inother available literature,UWBpropagationmodeling
has been considered inside the room[19,20] and inside the home [21]
that includes transmitter (Tx) and Rx positioned on different ﬂoors
also. In Refs. [1,8,11e15,22,23], scattering objects have been modeled
as slabs, buildings, half-planes and wedges.
The goal of this work is to present TD solution for UWB trans-
mission through three-dimensional (3-D) scenarios and carry out
the comparisonwith UWB diffraction when both Tx and Rx are in a
plane normal to the edge. In-depth analysis of physics behind the
distortion in UWB pulse waveform has been presented which helps
to understand the nature of distortion.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the 3-D propa-
gation environments and TD formulations for transmitted and
diffracted ﬁeld are presented. Diffraction covers single diffraction,
double diffraction, and diffraction followed by reﬂection. Next in
the result section, a detailed TD analysis of UWB propagation is
presented. The TD results are validated against the IFFT [24,25] of
the corresponding exact FD results. Further the comparison of
computational efﬁciency of the two approaches (IFFT-FD and TD) is
performed to emphasize the signiﬁcance of the TD solutions pre-
sented. Finally the comparative analysis of normalized mean and
mean square error between TD and IFFT-FD solutions is performed
for transmission through all considered scenarios for different loss-
tangent values to show the accuracy of low-loss assumption.
2. Propagation through 3-D scenarios
2.1. Propagation environments
Figs. 1 and 2 show 3-D and 2-D (side view) view for different
propagation mechanisms through the building (with low-loss ma-
terials) scenariowith Txheight ht greater and lower than the buildingFig. 1. Propagation through the bheighthb respectively. Theplane alongwhich the raypropagates from
Tx to Rx through the building, changes with the movement of Rx
along the y direction (can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2). Thus the 3-D
scenario gets converted to 2-D for a particular Rx position.
The intersection points of ray path at roof-top and side-walls of
the building (e.g. points P and S in Fig. 1) are found out using the
parametric form of equation of line [26]. For ht > hb, transmission is
through the corner of the building comprising roof-top and side-
wall transmission. Side-wall width d2 changes with the change in
plane containing Tx and Rx. While for ht < hb, transmission is
through the side-walls of the building and both d1 and d2 changes
with Rx movement along the y direction.
Fig. 3 shows 3-D and 2-D (front view) propagation through the
wedge structure. Similarly to building scenario, Rx is ﬁxed along x
and z direction while moving along the y direction. Parameters d1,
d2 and internal wedge angle ai changewith Rxmovement along the
y direction.
2.2. Formulations
For a signal transmitting through the building or wedge structure
in a particular plane, the FD transmitted ﬁeld at Rx is given as [4,27]
ERX;s;hðuÞ ¼ ðEincðuÞ=rtotalðuÞÞ
 YN
i¼1
Ti;s;hðuÞ
!
Ltotal;s;hðuÞ (1)
where Einc is the relative amplitude of the spherical source [22],
rtotalðuÞ ¼
PJ
i¼1ri represents the total distance traversed by the
transmittedﬁeld fromTx toRx (J is equal to5 for the building and3 for
the wedge structures). Ttotal;s;hðuÞ ¼
YN
i¼1
Ti;s;hðuÞ represents the total
FD transmission coefﬁcient [27], which is equal to the product of all
the FD transmission coefﬁcients occurring along the transmission
path betweenTx and Rxwith ‘s’ and ‘h’ subscripts referring to the soft
and hard polarizations respectively. The parameter N corresponds to
4 and 2 for the building andwedge structures respectively. Ltotal,s,h(u)
[11,12] represents the total propagation path-loss suffered by the
transmitted ﬁeld during transmission between Tx to Rx.
The corresponding TD transmitted ﬁeld through the building or
wedge structure is given as
eRX;s;hðtÞz

eincðtÞ
rtotal

*Gtotal;s;hðtÞ*ltotal;s;hðtÞ (2)
with ‘*’ representing the convolution operator. Gtotal,s,h(t) and lto-
tal,s,h(t) [11,12] are TD counterparts of Ttotal,s,h(u) and Ltotal,s,h(u)uilding scenario with ht > hb.
Fig. 2. Propagation through the building scenario with ht < hb.
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coefﬁcient for hard and soft polarizations, are given by [7,11,15]
ghðtÞzdðtÞ  rhðtÞ (3)
gsðtÞz½dðtÞ  rsðtÞ

cos qi
cos jt

(4)
where d(t) is the impulse function [24] andrh(s)(t) is the TD reﬂection
coefﬁcient for hard (soft) polarization, rh;sðtÞ ¼ ½Kh;sdðtÞþ
4kh;s=ð1 k2h;sÞept ½Kh;s=2Xh;s þ ð1 Xh;sÞ=2Kh;s  ðptÞXh;s=4 with
Xh;s ¼ eðKh;spt=2Þ,Kh,s¼ (1 kh,s/1þ kh,s),kh ¼ ðcos qi=cos jtÞð1= ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ3r2p Þ,
ks ¼ ðcos jt=cos qiÞð1= ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ3r2p Þ, p ¼ t/2 and t ¼ s/32. qi is the incident
angle andjt is the true refracted angle [15]. s is the conductivity of the
dielectric medium with 32 and 3r2 as the dielectric permittivity and
relative dielectric permittivity respectively.
For loss-tangent much less than unity ðs=u3< <1Þ, the FD path-
loss expression Ltotal,s,h(u) for building scenario, is given as [14,15]
(derived in the Appendix at the end of the paper)
Ltotal;s;hðuÞzexp
2
4 ju ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm3p 1þ s
2ju3


0
@X1
i¼0
diþ1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3r
3r  sin2qð4iþ1Þ
s 1A
3
5
 exp
 
 jk
 X3
i¼1
rð2i1Þ
!!
expðabr3Þ
(5)
where ab is the assumed speciﬁc attenuation constant [3] of the
interior of the building k¼ u/c, with u as the angular frequency and
c as the speed of light. Corresponding TD expression is given by
ltotal;s;hðtÞzexp
8<
:ðs=2Þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
m
3
r 0@X1
i¼0
diþ1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3r
3rsin2qð4iþ1Þ
s 1A
9=
;
*d
8<
:t ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm3p
0
@X1
i¼0
diþ1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3r
3rsin2qð4iþ1Þ
s 1A
9=
;
*d
0
BBB@t
P3
i¼1 rð2i1Þ
c
1
CCCAexpðabr3Þ
(6)Similarly, following the Appendix, the FD path-loss expression
for wedge structure can be given as
Ltotal;s;hðuÞzexp

 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm=3p

s
=2

r2

exp
	 ju ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm3p r2

 exp½  jkðr1 þ r3Þ
(7)
The TD expression corresponding to Eq. (7) is then given by
ltotal;s;hðtÞzexp

 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm=3p

s
=2

r2

d
	
t  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm3p r2
*d

t  r1 þ r3
c

(8)
These approximated TD path-loss expressions are used to
compute the TD transmitted ﬁeld through the building or wedge
structure and the accuracy is proved by the comparison with the
IFFT-FD results.
Now the TD single diffracted ﬁeld through building (path IeDeU
in Fig. 1) or wedge (pathWeDeY in Fig. 3) structure, is given by [1]
eRX;s;hðtÞ ¼ AðrmÞ

eincðtÞ
rl

*ds;hðtÞ*d

t  rl þ rm
c

(9)
where ds,h(t) is the TD diffraction coefﬁcient for lossy obstacles and
is given as [1]
ds;hðtÞ ¼ d1ðtÞ þ r0;s;hðtÞ*rn;s;hðtÞ*d2ðtÞ þ r0;s;hðtÞ*d3ðtÞ
þ rn;s;hðtÞ*d4ðtÞ (10)
where the parameters l, m correspond to 6,7 for building scenario
and 4,5 for wedge structure. r0,s,h(t), rn,s,h(t) are TD reﬂection co-
efﬁcients for 0-face and n-face of the wedge with A(rm) as the
spreading factor. The details of A(rm), di(t) can be found out in
Ref. [1]. The TD double diffracted ﬁeld at Rx through the building
structure (path IeAeDeU in Fig. 1), is given as [1]
eRX;s;hðtÞ¼
"
e2ðtÞ*d2;s;hðtÞþ
eder2 ðtÞ
2
*dder2;s;h

t;f02
#
A2ðr7Þ*d

t r7
c

(11)
where e2(t) is the TD single diffracted ﬁeld at point Dwith e2der(t) as
the corresponding TD derivative. d2,s,h(t), dder2;s;hðt;f02Þ are TD
diffraction coefﬁcient and derivative of the diffraction coefﬁcient
respectively, with respect to f02 [1,23]. The TD ﬁeld expression for
Table 1
Electromagnetic properties of different dielectric materials.
Material Relative permittivity Conductivity s (S/m)
Glass [9,31] 6.7 0.001
Dry concrete [11] 5 0.016
Brick [13] 4.4 0.018
Wood [11] 2 0.01
Ground [7] 10 0.01
Fig. 3. Propagation through the wedge structure.
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as
eRX;s;hðtÞ¼

eincðtÞ
r6
*d2;s;hðtÞ*rs;hðtÞ

A2ðr8þr9Þ*d

tr6þr8þr9
c

(12)
Similarly the TD ﬁeld expression for diffraction followed by
refection can be written for wedge structure (Fig. 3). Next in the
result section, the TD transmitted and diffracted ﬁelds are
computed for different scenarios considered in Section 2.
3. Results and discussions
In all results, the Gaussian doublet pulse [22] is used as the
excitation UWB signal with 0.1 ns to be the full width halfFig. 4. Transmitted and diffracted ﬁeld for Fig. 1 (Txmaximum pulse duration. As UWB communication spans a large
frequency range (3.1e10.6 GHz), the worldwide regulatory groups
have issued rulings concerning the UWB emitted power spectral
density to enable UWB signals to coexist with current radio services
with minimal or no interference [28]. According to the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) (United States frequency
regulator), the maximum permissible power spectral density in the
complete UWB frequency range is 41.3 dBm/MHz (75 nW/MHz),
which is below the noise ﬂoor of a typical narrow band Rx [29] and
put the UWB systems in the category of unintentional radiators,
such as TVs and computer monitors. The software tool MATLAB 7.1
is used and all the cases are run on an Intel Core-i5 2.5 GHz com-
puter, with 8 GB of RAM. In all results, the thickness of the walls of
building is considered to be 10 cm. Considering all propagation
proﬁles discussed above, if conductivity becomes zero, then the
transmitted ﬁeld computed through IFFT approach is supposed to
exactly match the transmitted ﬁeld computed through TD
approach. But in MATLAB simulation, it is observed that some offset
value in time-axis still remains between TD and IFFT-FD results and
that was noted due to MATLAB limitations. In all the following re-
sults, this offset has been compensated.
As our presented TD analysis is purely based on the assumption
of low-loss obstacles, so the electrical parameters such as permit-
tivity and conductivity are chosen which correspond to low loss-and Rx in same planes), with dry concrete [11].
Fig. 5. Frequency response of different propagation mechanisms for geometry considered in the inset of Fig. 4.
Fig. 6. Transmitted and diffracted ﬁeld for Fig. 2 (Tx and Rx in same planes), with dry concrete [11].
Fig. 7. Transmitted ﬁeld through the building structure (Fig. 1) for different Rx positions, with dry concrete [11].
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Fig. 8. Transmitted and diffracted ﬁeld for Fig. 3 (Tx and Rx in same planes), with dry concrete [11].
Table 2
Average ratios of the computation time of the two methods.
Propagation proﬁle TIFFT-FD/TTD
Building 3-D roof-top and side-wall propagation ~165
Building 3-D side-walls propagation ~315
Wedge 3-D propagation ~275
B. Bansal, S. Soni / Engineering Science and Technology, an International Journal 18 (2015) 385e393390tangent which is generally true for various structures such as dry-
concrete/dry-wall, brick-wall etc [2,7,9]. In many results from
literature [9,18,30], it is evident that for many common building
materials, the value of relative permittivity and conductivity are
almost constant for a wide frequency range including the FCC
approved UWB bandwidth. Other results [9] also show that the
value of conductivity for some commonly used materials in indoor
scenario such as dry-wall, Styrofoam, wallboard, cloth partition and
door is very small and doesn't vary much with frequency in the
UWB range. The values for dielectric properties chosen in our work
closely resemble with the measured and established standard
values and satisfy our low-loss assumption which is the prime
requirement of our presented model. Table 1 shows the electro-
magnetic properties of the considered materials.
Fig. 4 shows transmitted and diffracted ﬁeld at Rx for propa-
gation scenario considered in Fig. 1 for hard polarization. As it can
be seen, the transmitted ﬁeld is more signiﬁcant than the diffracted
ﬁeld whether it is single diffracted or double diffracted. Also the
transmitted ﬁeld at Rx suffers no distortion in shape in comparisonFig. 9. Transmitted ﬁeld through the building structure (Fig. 1) forto the shape of the excited UWB pulse. On the other hand, the
diffracted UWB pulse waveform shows larger attenuation and
distortion. The TD results for the transmitted or diffracted ﬁeld are
in excellent agreement with corresponding IFFT of exact FD results,
thus providing validation to the TD solutions.
The transmitted ﬁeld is undistorted due to very small magnitude
of the loss-tangent with respect to unity. However, the amplitude of
the transmitted ﬁeld is attenuated because of the transmission loss
through the dielectric mediums. Fig. 5 shows frequency response of
different propagation mechanisms for geometry considered in the
inset of Fig. 4, generally occurring in indoor scenarios. Consideringsoft polarization, with glass [9,31], brick [13] and wood [11].
Table 3
Error variation with loss-tangent.
Loss-tangent / 0.01918 0.02452 0.03997 0.08269 0.13114 0.17128 0.18734 0.19983 0.23663 0.25478
Building (ht > hb) Mean error 1.388E3 1.642E3 3.244E3 6.612E3 1.465E2 2.54E2 2.712E2 3.047E2 3.906E2 4.327E2
Mean square error 3.877E5 5.561E5 2.256E4 8.547E4 3.694E3 1.027E2 1.139E2 1.425E2 2.318E2 2.845E2
Building (ht < hb) Mean error 7.507E4 6.308E4 2.121E4 5.269E4 1.931E3 4.029E3 5.383E3 6.223E3 9.438E3 1.104E2
Mean square error 1.154E5 8.158E6 7.595E7 3.878E6 5.032E5 2.376E4 4.582E4 6.155E4 1.444E3 1.954E3
Wedge Mean error 6.078E4 6.223E4 4.465E4 1.542E3 4.55E3 6.142E3 9.533E3 1.04E2 1.808E2 2.154E2
Mean square error 4.852E6 4.849E6 2.935E6 2.656E5 2.374E4 4.131E4 1.021E3 1.189E3 3.277E3 4.328E3
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mission (plot 1), i.e. impulse response of transmitted path is con-
stant for low-loss obstacles. Thus the shape of transmitted pulse at
Rx remains undistorted. On the other hand, for diffraction, the
channel is frequency dependent (plots 2, 3, 4), i.e. impulse response
is varying in nature. This is mainly because of stronger frequency
dependency of diffraction coefﬁcient [32]. Thus the diffracted pulse
waveform at Rx shows larger distortion in shape. Also shown in
Fig. 5, the magnitude of frequency response is very small for double
diffraction. Thus double diffracted ﬁeld at Rx is almost negligible as
shown in Fig. 4. For diffraction followed by reﬂection, the received
pulse waveform gets inverted in shape and that is because of
ground reﬂection.
Fig. 6 shows transmitted and diffracted ﬁeld at Rx for propa-
gation scenario considered in Fig. 2 for hard polarization. Again the
transmitted ﬁeld is larger than the diffracted ﬁeld showing the
signiﬁcance of transmitted ﬁeld in the shadow regions. The dif-
fracted UWB pulse waveform shows larger attenuation and
distortion in shape for the same reasons discussed above. The TD
and IFFT-FD results are in good agreement, thus validating the TD
solutions.
Fig. 7 shows transmitted ﬁeld at Rx for propagation scenario
considered in Fig. 1 with different Rx positions, for both soft and
hard polarizations. The received ﬁeld varies slightly with the
movement of Rx. The TD results for the transmitted ﬁeld for both
polarizations are in good agreement with corresponding IFFT of
exact FD results.
Fig. 8 shows transmitted and diffracted ﬁeld at Rx for propa-
gation scenario considered in Fig. 3 for hard polarization. Same as in
the building case, transmitted ﬁeld is less distorted and stronger in
magnitude than the diffracted ﬁeld and also the TD results are in
good agreement with corresponding IFFT-FD results, thus
providing validation to the TD solutions.
Fig. 9 shows transmitted ﬁeld at Rx for Fig. 1 with building
structure made up of different dielectric materials, for soft polari-
zation. The TD results are in good agreement with the IFFT-FD re-
sults. It is observed that TD and IFFT-FD results match better with
decrease in loss-tangent, thus validating our low-loss assumption
for transmission of UWB signals.
A comparison between the computational times of the IFFT-FD
method and the TD solution for transmission through different
scenarios is presented in Table 2 which establishes that the TD
analysis is computationally very efﬁcient in comparison to the IFFT-
FD solution.
The two main reasons for such a signiﬁcant reduction in the
computational time in TD are: (i) the efﬁcient convolution tech-
nique (Section 10.1, Fig. 10.1 and 10.2 in Ref. [24]) due to which few
number of time samples sufﬁce to provide accurate results. (ii)
Approximation of the multiple transmission paths in FD by a single
effective path for low-loss dielectric case.
Table 3 shows the variation of normalized mean error and mean
square error (for transmitted ﬁeld) with increasing loss-tangent for
all the considered scenarios. It can be concluded from this table that
error tends to increase for larger values of loss-tangents or in otherwords, the TD solution performs better for low loss-tangent values.
Also it is observed that presented TD solution for transmission
through low-loss obstacles is accurate for loss-tangent value up to
the order of 102.
Given the excellent agreement between the TD and the IFFT-FD
solution, it can be concluded that the presented TD approach is
accurate for low loss-tangent values in the UWB bandwidth. The
presented work also establishes that the TD solution is computa-
tionally more efﬁcient than the conventional IFFT-FD method.
4. Conclusion
In this work, TD solution has been presented for transmission
through 3-D scenarios with low-loss dielectric properties. The
different structures like building and wedge are considered with
arbitrary position of the Rx. Both soft and hard polarizations are
considered and the height of Tx is considered to be above and
below the obstacle height. Accuracy of the TD solution is conﬁrmed
by comparison with IFFT of the corresponding exact FD solution.
Further the presented TD transmitted ﬁeld has been comparedwith
the diffracted ﬁeld components when both Tx and Rx are in a plane
normal to the edge. It is observed that the transmitted UWB
waveform shows lesser attenuation and distortion. Distortion in
diffracted ﬁeld is observed due to frequency selective nature of
diffracted path. The solution given in the work is useful in the
design of optimal UWB Rx.
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Appendix
This appendix contains the derivation of the path-loss expres-
sions for transmission through the building (shown in Fig. 1 or
Fig. 2) and wedge structure (shown in Fig. 3).
First, considering transmission through the building structure,
the path loss expression is written as:
Ltotal;s;hðuÞ ¼
X5
i¼1
expð  giriÞ (13)
where g ¼ a þ jb is the propagation constant with a as the atten-
uation constant and b¼ k¼ 2p/l as the phase shift constant. l is the
wavelength and ri (i¼ 15) are propagation distances. Now Eq. (13)
can be written as:
Ltotal;s;hðuÞ¼expð jkðr1þr3þr5ÞÞexpðg2r2Þexpðg4r4Þ
expðabr3Þ
(14)
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interior of the building and
g2 ¼ g4 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jumðsþ ju303rÞ
q
¼ ju
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m303r

1þ s
ju303r
s
(15)
with g1 ¼ ju ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm30p . Considering low-loss assumption (i.e. s=u3< <1
[27]), Eq. (15) can be written as:
g2 ¼ g4zju
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m3
p 
1þ s
2ju3

(16)
where 3 ¼ 303r. Now using Eq. (16) and r2 ¼ d1 sec(q2), exp(g2r2) in
Eq. (14) is given as:
expðg2r2Þzexp

 ju ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm3p 1þ s
2ju3

d1 secðq2Þ

(17)
Using Snell's law of refraction, i.e. g1 sin q1 ¼ g2 sin q2, sec(q2) in
Eq. (17) can be written as:
secðq2Þ ¼ 1=cosðq2Þz
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3r
3r  sin2q1
s
(18)
Now using Eq. (18), Eq. (17) is given as:
expðg2r2Þzexp

 ju ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm3p 1þ s
2ju3

d1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3r
3r  sin2q1
s 
(19)
In the same way, exp(g4r4) can be written as:
expðg4r4Þzexp

 ju ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm3p 1þ s
2ju3

d2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3r
3r  sin2q5
s 
(20)
Finally using Eqs. (19) and (20), Eq. (14) is given as:
Ltotal;s;hðuÞzexp
2
4 ju ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm3p 1þ s
2ju3


0
@X1
i¼0
diþ1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3r
3r  sin2qð4iþ1Þ
s 1A
3
5
 exp
 
 jk
 X3
i¼1
rð2i1Þ
!!
expðabr3Þ
(21)
Summarizing, Eq. (21) presents path-loss expression for trans-
mission through the building structure made up of low-loss
material.
Now considering transmission through the wedge structure
(Fig. 3), the path loss expression is given as:
Ltotal;s;hðuÞ ¼
X3
i¼1
expðgiriÞ (22)
Now Eq. (22) can be written as:
Ltotal;s;hðuÞ ¼ expð  jkðr1 þ r3ÞÞexpðg2r2Þ (23)
where
g2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jumðsþ ju303rÞ
q
¼ ju
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m303r

1þ s
ju303r
s
(24)
Considering low-loss assumption (i.e. s=u3< <1 [27]), Eq. (24)
can be written as:g2zju
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m3
p 
1þ s
2ju3

(25)
Now using Eq. (25), Eq. (23) is given as:
Ltotal;s;hðuÞzexpð  jkðr1 þ r3ÞÞexp

 ju ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm3p 1þ s
2ju3

r2

(26)
which can be further written as:
Ltotal;s;hðuÞzexp

 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm=3p

s
=2

r2

exp
	 ju ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm3p r2

 exp½  jkðr1 þ r3Þ
(27)
Thus, Eq. (27) presents path-loss expression for transmission
through the wedge structure made up of low-loss material.References
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